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Executive summary
Over the 10 last years, the compliance function in financial services institutions has been one of the few parts of
organizations, which grew in size against an overall trend of headcount reductions. With cost pressure still affecting
most financial services institutions, compliance functions are being asked to increase their efficiency.
By 2025, we expect the Executive of leading financial services institutions to have addressed this challenge
by transforming their compliance function. Compliance will become an integrated part of every process
throughout the organization, acting as a service provider to monitor, control and prevent regulatory breaches
as well as other actions potentially harmful to the organization. This evolution will turn a compliance function
previously seen as guardian of regulatory adherence to a core element of an institution’s DNA.
To enable this transformation, technology will act as a catalyst towards the automation of the compliance
function supported by leaner business processes, redefined skill‑sets and a transformed workforce.
By improving the use of external service providers, the cost of the IT architecture underlying the compliance
function will decrease while making the function more efficient. Similarly, enhanced collaboration with external
specialists will provide regulatory expertise at a faster pace allowing the organization to embrace regulatory
developments in a more strategic and timely fashion.
Some financial services institutions have already started this transformative journey towards the compliance
function of the future. They have embraced a new compliance vision enabling them to achieve the benefits
today’s business and technological environment offer.
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Current challenges
Today’s compliance function has grown in size, has a mandate that
is increasingly difficult to achieve and a short‑term investment focus.
The period following the 2007 financial crisis has had a profound impact on financial services institutions and their compliance
functions in particular. All over the world, regulators recognized the need for stricter standards and introduced binding regulations
on both national and international levels.
As a natural reaction, compliance functions grew in size with more pronounced headcounts and an expanded mandate within their
organizations.
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Rising costs of compliance
Over the last 10 years, most financial services
institutions have been engaged in large cost cutting
programs to protect their profitability. This often
resulted in the exit of certain markets or activities
and an overall reduction of headcount in their front‑,
middle‑ and back‑office functions. The reduction was
further driven by efficiency gains linked to the use of
new technologies or the transition towards enhanced
delivery models leveraging outsourcing solutions.
During the same period, regulators across the globe
sought to address the risk taking behaviour which led
to the financial crisis and introduced a number of new
rules (e.g., FATCA, CRD IV, MiFID II, FIDLEG)1. This forced
financial services institutions to increase compliance
related hiring to handle the rising volume of work and
signal to the public, shareholders and regulators that
recent breaches were taken seriously and dealt with
accordingly.

into maintenance and modernization of compliance
systems and tools. For those without strategic
transformation plans and effective delivery capabilities,
these costs are expected to continue rising as
highlighted by a number of recent industry surveys.
However, given compliance professionals are only
responsible for managing the risk of financial services
institutions, it often becomes difficult for them to
justify the increase in compliance spending and
prove the function’s impact with existing metrics
(e.g., number of potential or actual violations identified).
As such, in a number of organizations COOs or
CFOs challenge if the compliance function operates
effectively and efficiently within their current setup.
At this point, organizations need to carefully consider
the stage of the regulatory lifecycle: as a number of
regulations have been implemented and various others
have deadlines at the end of 2017, the focus should
shift to embedding changes and move them into
business as usual state.

In addition to increases in headcount, overall costs
are inflated by the need to train staff and to invest

The regulatory change lifecycle
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With the wave of new regulations potentially passing its
peak, the compliance lifecycle moves its focus to the next
phase. Embedding change into business as usual in an
effective way allows successful monitoring and control of
regulatory compliance post the implementation deadline.
By doing so, an efficient operation of Compliance can be accomplished.
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Financial services organizations have learned that
they have to monitor the regulatory environment
continuously to recognize new legislation in its initial
stages. It is crucial for them to react early with an
assessment of the strategic and operational impacts
and to thoroughly plan the implementation of the
required change program. Typically, financial services
institutions of all sizes have put their focus mainly on the
implementation phase.

Embed

If instances of non‑compliance arise in the new business as usual state, the organization is required to go into
the remediation stage before going back into the state of monitoring the broader regulatory environment.
This regulatory change lifecycle reflects good industry practice for the implementation of individual
regulations. At the same time, organizations should also conduct the monitoring of the overall regulatory
landscape in the same manner to not be constrained by time, skills or resources for the implementation of
new legislation.
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Shifting mandate of compliance
As confirmed in our discussions with senior compliance
officers of financial services institutions, in a number
of institutions there is a misconception around the
role of compliance. This misconception has been
exacerbated by the increased number of controls
introduced over recent years leading to the view,
particularly amongst front‑office staff, of compliance
as a revenue detractor. This perception adds further
challenges to the work of compliance professionals and
is reinforced by the split between the first, second and
third line of defence.
Where the Chief Compliance Officer does not sit on
the Executive, the task of defining a comprehensive
control environment and enforcing strict compliance
policies is a daunting challenge. For this very reason,
the mandate of the compliance function is often
described differently depending on who is asked.
The fragmentation of compliance controls across
various lines of defence, disconnected systems, and
changing legal requirements across the geographic
locations combined with limited availability of local
compliance talent in smaller markets exacerbate the
need for financial services institutions to manage their
risks holistically.
Moreover, attracting and retaining the right
talent presents further difficulties. High‑performing
employees transition towards front‑office positions or
move to competitors offering higher compensations.
Despite efforts to modernize the compliance toolset,
staff are left frustrated and challenged to perform
their duties. Another missing element to raise the
compliance staff morale and prevent high turnovers
was highlighted by Deloitte’s 2016 Compliance survey
stating that ”many chief compliance officers and their
departments struggle to win the battle of convincing
others that compliance matters, which is critical for
the cultural transformation to which any serious
compliance program aspires”2.
It is essential for the compliance function to clearly
define its role and articulate its vision in a way that
resonates with all employees: simplified policies, digital
learning anywhere, anytime or regular communications
help in highlighting the important role compliance
plays within the organization. By offering clear and
actionable metrics within interactive dashboards aimed
at senior management or specific employee groups,
compliance can improve engagement around the
importance of compliance and transparently recognize
the efforts its employees make.
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Insufficient strategic investments
The last decade has marked a period in which
regulators imposed a high number of fines on many
of the world’s largest financial services institutions,
particularly banks. The reasons were varied, ranging
from tax evasion to unsuitable sale of mortgage
backed securities, sanctions violations and market
manipulation.
Despite an overall rise in compliance related
expenditure, some compliance officers we talked with
have indicated that investments in the function were
often made too late and could not be aimed towards
implementing holistic compliance solutions.
Instead, resources had to be invested towards fixing
short‑term pressures and addressing regulatory
requirements with tactical solutions, which were
eventually used for a much longer period than initially
planned.

… many chief compliance officers
and their departments struggle
to win the battle of convincing
others that compliance matters,
which is critical for the cultural
transformation to which any
serious compliance program
aspires.
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Although we see more evidence of financial services
institutions taking proactive steps in implementing
necessary compliance solutions and programs,
too often these are still incremental rather than
transformative. Without support from the Executive,
the reality is that many organizations are limited to the
burdensome task of repairing issues of the past and
forced to prioritize tactical fixes.

It is vital for the financial services industry to take
a strategic view on compliance spending. A future
oriented investment strategy should be established to
prioritize initiatives, which deliver the most value for
a financial services institution. By embracing regulatory
changes that have the potential of disrupting entire
markets, financial services institutions can transform
their regulatory burden into a competitive advantage at
the core of their business model transformation.

Payment Services Directive 2
(PSD2) and Open Banking 3
The EU Payment Services Directive 2 (PSD 2) enters into force in January 2018. With the client’s consent,
banks have to make their transaction data available to third party providers. This goes in parallel with
the Open Banking Standard, harmonizing the creation, sharing and accessing of financial data across
the industry.
The banks’ greatest concern relates to a potential loss of revenues downstream the value chain if
front‑end applications were to be overtaken by new third‑party platforms without the possibility to
charge for such interfaces and consequently the delivery of services.
Rather than seeing it as a pure burden, banks have to appreciate the chance in this challenge. The way
for new means of consumer interaction, e.g. by facilitating payments with online retailers via direct
banking access, is a big opportunity. Banks will certainly have their chance to bring their own, top‑notch
solutions to the market when recalibrating their strategic offering. Furthermore, large banks may profit
from solutions developed by smart and agile FinTech companies in an equal manner. A cooperation
is likely to be a win‑win for two partners complementing each other. By positioning themselves with
strong expertise and high security standards, banks will continue to be the trusted partner for both
clients and their business counterparts.
A strong corporate culture and a challenge‑oriented attitude will be key in the transformation process
along with new regulations like PSD 2. Instead of executing another stand‑alone regulatory initiative
implementing tactical, non‑sustainable solutions, the open banking concept should be addressed as
a chance and business opportunity.
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Future of compliance
By 2025, we anticipate compliance to catalyse the shift towards
a cultural change and an insights‑driven organization.
As the Executive of a financial services institution pushes the transformational mandate, compliance will be a driver of cultural
change. Being compliant will be the responsibility of all employees and ultimately become a natural and integral part of an
institution’s DNA. Moreover, enabled by redesigned processes, enhanced technology and an evolved workforce, compliance will be
one of the key drivers of an insights‑driven transition.
The compliance function of the future will be part of a service centric compliance eco‑system where software vendors, data
providers, start‑ups and financial services institutions engage in deeper and more efficient collaborative models.
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A compliance driven business transformation
The compliance function will transition from a support
role to a strategic function facilitating efficiency gains
across the entire organization through rich insights
and clear metrics. The vision is for compliance to
become a core component of any financial service
institution’s DNA in a similar fashion as to how safety
is key for an airline like Qantas4 or an organization like
NASA 5. Redesigned and efficient processes, a focus
on measurable impact and policies intelligible for all
employees will be the key ingredients to making this
journey successful.
We anticipate a transfer of responsibility and
personnel for a number of control activities making
historic compliance tasks a core duty of all business
functions. Compliance principles and checks will be
seamlessly integrated into processes and tools, reducing
the perceived burden of compliance while making it
unlikely for individuals let alone entire financial services
institutions to be non‑compliant.
With financial reward frameworks highlighting the
importance of compliance responsibilities, business
leaders will be expected to lead by example while
being subject to the same duties as their subordinates.
This cultural shift will be supported by the insights‑driven
organization, which will catch irregularities faster and
frequently identify patterns before a non‑compliant
activity takes place. Therefore, senior management can
intervene early and help employees understand the
impact of their potential activities.
Leaner processes and better use of technology
The traditional response to compliance challenges was
to use more personnel to address the challenge at hand.
Through an improved use of technology combined
with redesigned processes, we anticipate the need for
manual controls to drop as business processes become
less vulnerable to human intervention. In addition,
processes and tools will become more impactful, less
expensive and more technology‑driven enabling
the industrialization of the compliance function and
the shift towards an insights‑driven organization.
As they assess their current state, financial services
institutions will find valuable guidance in the analysis
of the remediation of their legacy issues and the
implementation of complex new regulations.

The following examples, which are not exhaustive, are
seen as particularly relevant when redesigning new
compliance processes:
•• Financial services institutions need to ensure their
monitoring is comprehensive to avoid regulatory
incidents that go beyond an organization’s risk
appetite. When assessing employees and trading
activity, the right balance needs to be achieved
between the speed of the controls and the required
level of quality for the analyses performed.
	When performing monitoring activities and regulatory
analyses, implementing tactical solutions should be
avoided in favour of comprehensive and consistent
approaches leveraging technology in line with risk
policies and the long‑term strategy. Embedding machine
learning allows to reduce the volumes of alerts
generated by false positive cases in a variety of control
activities and rather enables compliance professionals
to focus their time and energy on value‑added
analyses of false negative cases, which could have gone
undetected previously.
•• Financial services institutions need to continuously
monitor their key risk indicators (KRI) to take
proactive remediation steps where required. This will
enable them to better engage with their regulators.
Through this improved collaboration, financial services
institutions could influence future regulations more
effectively and initiate strategic change programs
early on.
	By continuously identifying leading KRIs, financial
services institutions can anticipate future issues.
A regulatory radar service will improve the
organizational readiness with respect to complex
regulations under various jurisdictions. Through the
coordinated parallel implementation of multiple change
initiatives, overlaps can be identified and synergies
enforced resulting in higher likelihood of success.
•• Systematic risks and gaps in the control framework can
hide behind small and apparently isolated events that
are investigated by different persons in different parts
of the organization.
	By adopting a holistic view on controls and incidents
management, compounded issues can be identified
early and dealt with in a timely manner before they can
become actual problems.
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Some institutions have taken actions already.
For example, Citigroup has started to analyse potential
efficiency gains in its ongoing compliance operations.
Having passed the peak of the introduction for new
regulations, Citigroup has gone away from coping with
new regulations by systematically increasing headcount
for their compliance tasks to using smart ways of
automating processes. Furthermore, this included the
standardization of processes and platforms as well
as the analysis whether regulations were correctly
implemented. This has offered them multiple levers to
address expense reductions6.
Given the pace of changes to regulations, the evolution
of business strategies and the continuous advent of
new threats, the compliance function of the future
will need purposely designed tools and processes,
so they can be quickly and efficiently adjusted.
This continuous state of change will be at the
core of the new compliance operating model where
a comprehensive and dynamic set of risk controls will
enable the pro‑active identification of issues and their
timely resolution.
In most cases, efficient compliance functions will
operate in organizations with the most advanced
technological platforms. Flexible frameworks will
allow for an elegant and effective combination of old
and new technologies – such as mainframe robustness
combined with the agility of a start‑up product –
enabling continuous data flows and the enforcement
of security, risk and compliance checks at every
step and level in the organization. Most importantly,
leading organizations will not only ensure that the
core technology underlying their processes is running
optimally, they will redesign their processes from
the ground‑up to be user‑centric, event driven and
optimized for continuous data capture. This will solve
today’s challenges around media breaks and manual
data collection.

Cognitive technologies
augment human
decision‑making and
efficiency7
While many risk and regulatory compliance
processes may involve routine processes, there
is often substantial human interpretation and
judgment involved that leaves opportunities
for cognitive and automation technologies to
play an important role.
Examples include:
•• The same models used to identify credit
problems in small business customers can
also be used to identify targeted customers
worthy of specific marketing campaigns.
•• Natural language generation (NLG)
technologies can be used to generate
AML‑suspicious activity reports (SARs).
•• Natural language processing (NLP)
technologies can be used not only to analyse
internal fraud and compliance (“reading”
employee emails, for example) but also to
digest new regulations.
•• An NLP based system could extract
meaningful terms in regulations before
determining what entities within a bank
might be affected and could even assess
which banking products or businesses might
be at risk of noncompliance.

Given the pace of changes to regulations, the evolution of business
strategies and the continuous advent of new threats, the compliance
function of the future will need purposely designed tools and
processes, so they can be quickly and efficiently adjusted.
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We expect a significant increase in the quality of the
data used within compliance due to better designed
processes and a modern technology stack leveraging
techniques such as machine learning, image
processing and contextual awareness. This data will not
only improve but grow in size and scope enabling the
transfer of time‑intensive or low value‑added tasks to
an automation layer. When the investment required
for the automation of a given task will not be financially
viable, a transfer to operations will lower these
costs. The combination of automated processes and
advanced analytical tools will enhance accuracy and
coverage beyond the limitations of a human workforce.
By analysing large datasets, hidden patterns and
correlations can be found, allowing financial
services institutions to connect the dots and get
a comprehensive view of the risks within their
organizations on every level. Technology will increase
the awareness and decision‑making capabilities
of compliance professionals by automatically and
systematically performing analyses and validations
required for them to make informed and reliable
decisions. This will also free up time for Compliance
officers to shift their focus from repetitive operational
tasks to analysing patterns and identifying fraud and
non‑compliant behaviours, i.e., shifting from processing
false positives to searching for false negatives.
In addition, by using highly advanced tools within their
compliance function, financial services institutions will
enable their compliance officers to better anticipate the
wider implications and risks caused by technological
changes in other parts of the business.
In a very similar way Mark Branson, CEO of Swiss
FINMA, has made banks aware that Big Data is not
only beneficial for bank internal analytics but just as
well for regulatory audits in the future. “Big Data does
not forget”8 implying that with data analytics tools also
regulators will be using tools to look closer at banks
and find non‑compliant behaviour previously not
visible. Regulators have access to similar tools available
to test data as the organizations themselves, requiring
financial services institutions to continually develop
their capabilities to remain on the same level9.

Beyond compliance, processes and systems across
the entire organization will be built around the same
core design principles and architecture, allowing the
integration of data lakes and a shared use of the same
information by compliance and other business areas
through holistic client views.
In this unified space, the aligned use of data and tools
will prevent the duplication of records, efforts and
controls. Functions such as Chief Data Officer and the
reliance on cross‑functional design boards will play an
important role towards the realization of this vision.
Enabling the efficient consolidation of key metrics
within the organization will allow the generation
of more meaningful insights. As to the process of
responding to regulatory requests, it will become
quicker, more accurate and less cost intensive.
A transformed compliance workforce
In line with the shift towards an increased reliance on
technology, we forecast an overall reduction in the
footprint of the compliance function and an evolution
of its current workforce marked by four trends:
 n increased number of experienced and
A
senior compliance professionals capable
of not only understanding regulations and
delivering key insights, but also spending
more time on business risks and effectively
advising other parts of the organization
when needed.
An increased number of compliance
professionals directly embedded within
front‑office units for added efficiency.

Pure operational roles within compliance
(e.g., on‑boarding officer) transferred to
operations.

Low value‑added roles performing only
manual tasks (e.g., data collection and
consolidation) disappearing as a result
of automation.
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Additionally, we anticipate a greater need for new
roles such as data scientists and visualization experts.
This new breed of compliance professionals will be
capable of designing and maintaining machine‑learning
algorithms, testing hypotheses over entire data‑sets,
detecting anomalies and interpreting vast amounts
of collected data by turning them into actionable
recommendations. There will also be a need for
behavioural scientists and market intelligence
providers to help adapt the compliance systems to new
threats both inside and outside the organization.
A service centric compliance eco‑system
By 2025, we expect most financial services institutions
to focus on the core of their business activities. This will
increase the use of turnkey solutions and managed
services offerings with external software vendors and
professional services firms providing best practice,
industry leading solutions and regulatory insights.
To avoid high internal IT costs and slow update cycles,
software components will be customized directly by
their vendors in collaboration with the organization.
Major in‑house development efforts will be limited to
areas where a strategic advantage can be achieved
– e.g., efficient and compliant handling of clients of
external asset managers, proprietary trading and
risk management.

Technology in general and the so called RegTech
service providers in particular will enable the
transition towards the compliance function of the
future. As pointed out by the Institute of International
Finance, we can expect RegTechs to develop in various
fields like risk data aggregation, the monitoring of
payment transactions, trading in financial markets or
identification of new regulations10. External companies
will be able to offer solutions and services far more
advanced than an in‑house tool which does not
benefit from the collective intelligence of a network
of clients across industries. Alternatively, professional
services firms and law practices can provide regulatory
radar solutions allowing financial services institutions
to navigate the complex and changing regulatory
frameworks of their global operations.
Advances in private cloud technologies and the
generalization of decentralized architectures and
services will foster a more collaborative eco‑system
where some of the compliance controls and checks
will be performed by trusted third parties. In the case
of client on‑boarding, a number of verifications could
be done quicker and cheaper by a specialized third
party or a trusted partner network where the use of
digital identities will not only avoid the duplication
of verification efforts, but reduce costs and increase
customer satisfaction.

Advances in private cloud technologies and the generalization of
decentralized architectures and services will foster a more collaborative
eco‑system where some of the compliance controls and checks will be
performed by trusted third parties.
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With the recent regulatory push towards customer
protection and market transparency, financial services
institutions may benefit from outsourcing parts or all
of the production of their financial reports to trusted
third parties that will ensure regulatory compliance
and act as the data hub for further distribution of
public data. Similarly, the aggregation of market specific
information, public news, data on sanctions and legal
actions may be more reliable and up‑to‑date when
sourced via specialized data and service providers.
The switch towards an increased reliance on
decentralized ledger technologies (DLTs) will also
simplify a number of compliance tasks. Through the use
of DLTs, official documents such as passports, company
ownership structures and financial statements could
automatically be verified.

The use of DLTs will reduce dramatically the number of
fraud attempts around financial instruments such as
bank guarantees and letters of credits and eventually
result in simplified AML procedures by offering
auditable, regulatory compliant source of funds and
transaction history.
The implementation of automated exchange of
information among financial services institutions – e.g.,
undesirable clients, attempted frauds – or between
institutions and their regulators would allow to not only
improve compliance effectiveness but leverage cost
synergies between parties involved. For regulators,
having all the financial services institutions providing
their data using a unified channel would allow for
efficient consolidation of the market information,
detection of hidden systemic risks and faster reaction
to identified issues.

The collaborative compliance eco-sytem (simplified view)
Regulators & governments

Regulatory
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Sanctions

Identity
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On-boarding
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Service providers
Streamlined client
on‑boarding
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Benefits of change
The future of compliance in financial services institutions will create
long‑term value for their organizations.
Through efficient organization and processes, the compliance function of the future has a reduced footprint, lower costs and is an
enabler of opportunities in the insights‑driven organization.
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More efficiencies, less costs
The observed increase in the cost of the compliance
function over the last 10 years is no longer sustainable,
especially at a time when most organizations are
trying to streamline their cost base to protect profits
and growth. We anticipate that IT costs will generally
decrease as a consequence of a reduced need for
in‑house built tools as well as a technology stack that
will be less costly to maintain. Moreover, this will allow
financial services institutions to drive synergies
across compliance, legal, risk and front units.
This transition will take place in two stages with an
initial one focusing on an increase in the automation of
individual processes, a higher degree of the end‑to‑end
automation and a focus on the collection as well as on
the central storage of data. In a second phase, these
pre‑requisites will be utilized to outsource specific
non‑core processes to specialized managed service
providers and utilities, able to provide at least the same
or a higher service level at a lower cost.
Given the observed growth over the last five years
in the compliance headcounts of some of the most
mature financial institutions, we conducted an analysis
of the impact of the efficiency levers on the Compliance
headcount.

… by 2025, the core compliance
function of some of the most
mature and efficient financial
institutions could shrink down
to a level representing only 30%
of today’s overall compliance
headcount.

We are expecting staff reductions ranging from 20%
to 40% as a result of automation & process re‑design.
In the upper target scenario, the remaining 60% of
today’s compliance staff would be re‑distributed as
following: up to 30% embedded within front‑office
units, up to 20% transferred to operations and the
remaining 50% will stay within compliance. In this
particular scenario, by 2025 the core compliance
function of some of the most mature and efficient
financial institutions could shrink down to a level
representing only 30% of today’s overall compliance
headcount.
Where these reductions in headcounts will be
achievable, we forecast that the cost of the compliance
function as a whole will only drop by a maximum
of 20% by 2025 given the infrastructure costs
and associated vendor fees required to deploy the
compliance function of the future. These costs will be
further offset by additional opportunities it enables.
We anticipate that a better understanding and servicing
of customers’ needs will be achieved by overall
improvements in data quality (including compliance
data) and more efficient processes within financial
services institutions.

Reduce

20 to 40% automation
Transfer

24 to 18% front
100%

Compliance

16 to 12% operations
Consolidate

40 to 30% core compliance
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Value creation for the wider organization
It’s imperative for the modernization of the compliance
function that the strategy of a financial services
organization includes a plan to build value creation
into compliance11. Enabled by this, compliance will
become part of the organization’s DNA with the wider
organization benefitting from the cultural shift where
employees embrace doing the right things and getting
recognized for it. Early movers amongst financial
services institutions can market their Compliance DNA
and state‑of‑the‑art technology as a differentiator.
Moreover, the compliance function of the future will
provide compliance professionals and executives the
tools needed to successfully execute their mandate
and ensure compliance with regulations and policies
in place. The new operating model will improve the
provision of reliable insights allowing financial services
institutions to drive the business strategy, adapt their
risk appetite and discover new opportunities.

By continuously monitoring all activities the
organization engages in, the front‑, middle‑ and
back‑office functions create a data pool, which needs to
be managed and maintained by data specialist teams.
For the compliance function of the future, the data
pool generates the opportunity to expand their level of
delivering insights to every process of the institution.
This could translate into the opportunity to monitor
data on transactions done via credit card, cash
retrievals and other transactions in the light of the
client’s background. In a specific example for AML,
financial services institutions monitor transactions
of their clients, which might not be suspicious on an
individual basis. However, looking at them in the grand
scheme of all transactions and taking into account data
on the economic background and stated investment
strategy, money laundering or other illegal activities are
more likely to be detected.
Other functions can also access the insights
compliance delivers. Front‑office units can use the
details gathered to create an individual profile for the
client, which determines their customized tariffs and
terms to build a stronger client relation and serve him
by his exact needs.
The compliance function of the future simplifies the
way internal staff handle their day‑to‑day work while
promoting a culture reliant on a set of positive and
ethical behaviours across the entire organization.
With all this data collected, the compliance function will
be able to fulfil its mission whilst ensuring decisions are
made more transparently. This increased transparency
results in higher levels of trust amongst the public,
shareholders and regulators. A solid balance sheet,
strong ethical standards and efficient systems where
manual tasks are avoided will also help attract and
retain talent, which in turn will support the company’s
growth in the future.
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Compliance journey
The start of a compliance journey creates awareness of additional
options changing the way an organization sees, lives and operates
compliance.
The implementation of the new compliance function requires a comprehensive transformational journey, which starts with a vision
of the role compliance should play in the future. We believe such a vision will look quite similar to what we outlined in this paper.
The vision will determine the importance attributed to compliance within the organization, the values compliance acts by and the
way compliance operations are being conducted.
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•• Dissatisfying user experience – compliance
related functionalities in front office procedures or
systems create dissatisfaction with clients or internal
staff

Example of a completed compliance function
maturity assessment

•• Inefficient processes – cost pressure stemming
from inefficient compliance related processes
Management
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The Swiss private bank, initiated its transformation
with a current state assessment in which efficiency
gaps of the compliance function were revealed. One of
them was that client information required by various
regulations were collected in a fragmented fashion,
not leveraging synergies by compiling all required
information in one single, comprehensive interaction.
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Recent examples of such transformational journeys
include a Swiss private bank aiming at the reduction
of cost in the back office functions and a European
investment bank fined for regulatory non‑compliance.
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•• Ineffective compliance controls – increasing the
risk of fines or litigations not effectively identified

Senior management initiated a Compliance Maturity
Assessment to compare internal practices to industry
compliance practices and the latest technology
developments. The result uncovered several additional
improvement areas.
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In our opinion, one of three main challenges triggers
a financial services institution to initiate a compliance
journey:
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The vision and the target operating model for the
compliance function focused on leaner processes
with higher automation including the revision of the
IT architecture. One element of the new operating
model was a more efficient process to compile, store
and analyse client information. Several manual and
repetitive compliance processes were moved to
operations, where the tasks could be completed
more efficiently.
The focus of the European investment bank was on
leveraging advanced technology to prevent compliance
breaches. Despite established and thorough
compliance processes, rogue traders managed to
remain undetected causing negative market reactions
and regulatory fines. Management recognized that
adding more compliance officers would not make up
for control mechanisms prone to generating alerts
without detecting hidden patterns.
Given commitments made to several regulators,
the investment bank pressed towards the completion
of a working prototype for trader surveillance within
6 months. This system not only monitors trades looking
for suspicious patterns but also analyses personal
connections between employees along with all their
phone and electronic communication. We see other
use cases being pursued by a number of institutions
to also leverage pattern and behavioural analysis to
prevent rather than remediate.

The compliance tranformation journey
Even though every organization will follow
individual initiatives, each compliance
transformation journey will be characterized
by a number of key steps:

A trigger event impels the
management to take action
on a compliance related
challenge
A current state assessment
creates awareness of the
options available to solve
the challenge and make
improvements
A vision of what the
compliance function of the
future should look like and
what its mission should be
is deﬁned

A target operating model is
designed reﬂecting the
responsibilities and
speciﬁcations of the vision
A gap analysis enables the
deﬁnition and prioritization
of a set of initiatives and
requires the assessment of
the capabilities to decide,
which tasks to do internally
vs. externally
A choice of technologies and
delivery models in order to
enable the successful
implementation of the vision
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Conclusion
Compliance functions have long been excluded from any cost efficiency measures. With the continuous evolution
of technology, there will be considerable opportunities for automation of compliance tasks in the foreseeable
future and certain responsibilities will transition to the front‑office units and operations. This shift will allow
a clearer definition of the roles required within the compliance function and the responsibilities the workforce
will have to take on: from a multi‑skilled workforce conducting a wide array of manual, operational tasks to
strategic duties with teams consisting of senior compliance officers getting involved in the most complex cases and
data analysts delivering insights for the own function and beyond.
The main role of compliance will have to change from an operational guardian of regulatory compliance to
a strategic function also supporting performance improvement within the organization. With this shift,
a well‑defined vision will save money through automation and higher effectiveness as well as support
management to base its decision making process on rich and reliable information.
To start the journey, management has to select an initiative with the power to illustrate the potential lying within
a compliance transformation. It has to create a vision that is capable of demonstrating the achievable benefits,
show the dedication to pursue this vision and do so even if unforeseen setbacks occur.
One of the main focus points of management will be the implementation of state‑of‑the‑art technology for
the compliance function and the automation of low value‑added processes. Thereby, efficiencies can be
leveraged and significant cost savings are achieved whilst being able to deliver leaner and smarter processes.
The margin and regulatory pressure following the crisis, the advancement of technology and the capabilities to
interpret large volumes of data points as well as the unleveraged cost reduction opportunities make compliance
the next function to transform! Leaders will reap rich benefits from starting this journey today.
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